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43 P S lit T t43 Proven Split-Tests

#1: Guarantees

365 Day guarantees:
IIncrease 
conversion 5.6%
Reduce return rate 
38%
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#2: Post-Sale Autoresponders

Changing your follow up autoresponder 
series to be sent from a “Personal Successseries to be sent from a Personal Success 
Coach” and including 6 messages that help to 
teach consumption and satisfaction will 
reduce return rates by 17%.

Adding video instructional messages willAdding video instructional messages will 
reduce the return rate by about 24%

#3: Order Form

PlacingPlacing 
testimonials on 
the right hand 
side of your order 
form will increase 
conversions 28% -
30%30%. 
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#4: Payment Area: 

Placing a small video in your payment area 
explaining your site security will increase 
conversions by 12%. 

#5: Buy Area 

Placing seals from reputablePlacing seals from reputable 
sources like the BBB or Online 
Business Bureau in your buy 
areas will increase conversions 
13%.  

MAKE SURE YOU DO NOT USE 
THE LOGO OR SEAL IF YOU 
ARE NOT A MEMBER!!!!
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#6: Guarantee 

Placing your guarantee in a text box with a 
seal and a red boarder will increase 
conversions by 17%. 

#7: Offer Look

Placing a dashed 4 pixel red boarder around 
your buy area will increase conversions 28%.
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#8: Body Text 

Changing all body text to Arial 12 point font 
will show a 31% - 36% increase in readability.will show a 31% 36% increase in readability. 

#9: Headline Colors

Changing headline to colorChanging headline to color 
to Red (Hex={CC,00,00}) 
will increase conversions 
28% conservatively. 
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#10: Headline Font and Size

Changing headline to 20 pt, Tahoma fontChanging headline to 20 pt, Tahoma font 
and adding “Quotations” will increase 
conversions 17%. 

“Who Else Wants To…….”

#11: Headline Templates

Changing your headline to one of the Changing your headline to one of the 
following 3 Best Headlines: 

“How To” 
“Numbered Headlines” (i.e. 6 Easy Steps) 
“Who else wants” 

Consistently increase conversions over more 
“creative” headline templates (up to 44%).
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#12: Testimonial Boxes

Creating a yellowCreating a yellow 
(Hex={FF,FF,E8}) 
Johnson box and 
put all testimonials 
in them increases 
conversions 16%. 

#13: Testimonial Headlines 

Placing a redPlacing a red 
headline on all 
testimonials 
increases 
conversions 34%. 
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#14: Headlines 

Changing your headline and supporting 
images to negative ones will increase 
conversions 20%. 

#15: Intro Paragraph 

Inserting a drop capInserting a drop cap 
letter into the intro 
paragraph of your 
sales letter will 
increase your 
readership by 40%. 
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#16: Backgrounds

Changing yourChanging your 
background color to 
robbin’s egg blue 
(Hex={64,95,ED}) 
triggers trust and 
increases conversions 
31%31%. 

#17: Pre-Headline

Adding the following pre-headline beforeAdding the following pre headline before 
you headline: “ATTENTION: ________ Discover 
________” 

…will increase conversions by 9%. 
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#18: The P.S.

Placing a testimonial below your P.S. 
message(s) will increase conversions by 19%. 

#19: The Optin

Placing a testimonial directly below your 
optin box will increase optins by 16%. 
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#20: Background Color

Ch i hiChanging white 
backgrounds to light grey 
(Hex={EE,EE,EE}) will 
increase conversion by 7%. 

#21: Sales Letter

Changing your sales letter text area fromChanging your sales letter text area from 
560 pixels to 600 pixels results in a 24% 
increase in scroll rate. 
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#22: Scroll Bar

Changing your scroll bar color Changing your scroll bar color 
to Red increases scroll rate by 
12%. 

http://rainbow.arch.scriptmania.c
om/tools/scrollbar/colour_scrollb
ar generator htmlar_generator.html

http://www.pimpwebpage.com/sc
rollbar.php

#23: Optin Box

Change your optin box to look like Yahoo’sChange your optin box to look like Yahoo s 
email login and moving it to the top right 
corner of your site will increase your optin 
rate by 77% .
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#24: Live Chat

Adding live chat to yourAdding live chat to your 
website will increase 
conversions by 39%. 

#25: Johnson Boxes

Placing a Text BoxPlacing a Text Box 
with a light blue 
background color 
on your site titled 
“5 Good Reasons 
to Buy”, will 
increase yourincrease your 
conversions rate by 
25%. 
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#26: Order Pages

Adding a productAdding a product 
image or virtual pic 
to the top of your 
buy page will 
increase conversions 
by 15% and decrease 
cart abandonmentcart abandonment 
rates drastically. 

#27: On-Page Audio

Adding an audio testimonial at the top of 
page and setting it to auto play increasespage and setting it to auto play increases 
conversions up to 11%.
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#28: Getting Usable Testimonials 

Asking your customers leading questions willAsking your customers leading questions will 
increase the number of usable testimonials 
you get by 100% 
For Example Ask Questions Like:

Were you skeptical when you first ordered your 
product?  Please explain.
Did t d t ti ? W thDid you get your product on time?  Was the 
packaging intact and presentable?
Who would you recommend this product to 
and why?

#29: Testimonials

Creating a feedback 
forum on your site and 
sending customers there 
will increase the amount 
of testimonials your 
customers give you bycustomers give you by 
800% 
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#30: Buy Options

Offering customersOffering customers 
the option to buy 
using a payment plan 
increases conversions 
32%. However, only 
about 17% of the 
sales chose thesales chose the 
payment plan.  

#31: Price Points

Changing your price point to end with a “7” 
will increase conversions by 13%will increase conversions by 13% 
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#32: Signature

Adding your signature to the top fold of your 
website right under the testimonial willwebsite right under the testimonial will 
increase conversions by 19%. 

#33: Multiple Order Opportunities 

Offering multiple order opportunities starting 
right after the first testimonial will increase 
conversions by 31%. 
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#34: Price Points

Adding a retail price with a strike through and 
then listing a sale price will increase 
conversions by 14%. 

#35: Buy Area

Placing the credit card emblems in your buyPlacing the credit card emblems in your buy 
area and making them a hyperlink to your 
buy link will increase your conversion rate by 
3% 
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#36: Phone Orders

Placing an 800 # on your site and taking 
phone orders will increase your conversionsphone orders will increase your conversions 
by 30%. 

#37: Keyword-Loaded Domains

Buying a keywordBuying a keyword 
loaded URL and 
sending traffic there 
will reduce your 
traffic cost by 40% -
90% and increase 
CTR’s andCTR s and 
conversions. 
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#38: Action Word Domains

Buying URL with action words like “buy now”Buying URL with action words like buy now  
or “get rid of” and then your main keyword 
will increase conversions by 19%. 

For Example:
www.getridofmicenow.com
www.buydomainnames.com
www.sellyourhousetoday.com

#39: Print Ads

Directing prospects to an email address 
rather than sending them to a URL in print 
ads will increase your optins by 1000%. 
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#40: Declined Orders

Allowing declined orders to go through and 
contacting the customer the next day telling 
them “your system made a mistake” will 
increase decline recoveries by 45%. 

#41: Multiple Sites

Putting up a review site and listing yourPutting up a review site and listing your 
product as well as your competitor’s will 
increase branding as well as allow you 
multiple streams of income and cheap traffic 
to your site. 
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#42: Outsourcing Sales Copy 

Giving an outsourcer your competitor’s siteGiving an outsourcer your competitor s site 
to rewrite will give you a sales letter with a 
different style than yours is written. 

#43: Buy Button

Adding an Amazon style buy button to your 
site will increase conversions by 14%. 

Key Elements:
Orange background
Blue border
“Add To Cart” or “Add To Shopping Basket”


